
Lina, Joy & Pili
The adventures of

On a lovely spring morning, Lina the unicorn 
goes for a walk through the forest. 

On her way, she bumps into Pili, a brave lady 
rabbit dressed in her silky fur. 

With her cute little muzzle, Pili is blowing 
relentlessly over the magical dandelion nest-
led amongst the trees. 

Much too tall to be reached, the big yellow 
flower remains still despite the little rabbit’s 
efforts to blow away the seeds lying in its 
center. 

It is crucial for Pili to make this operation a suc-
cess, as those magical seeds have a destiny to 
fulfill… 

They need to reach the sky where they will 
transform into shining stars that illuminate the 
forest to provide lighting for the animals of the 
woods.

Seeing her friend’s desperate efforts to make 
this happen, Lina, a wise and kind unicorn, 
offers to carry Pili on her back, hoping to get her 
closer to the dandelion. 

In spite of this friendly gesture, the flower 
remains out of the reach of our little rabbit that 
still refuses to give up.

   



A few meters from there, Joy, a chatty and joyful lady dragon, hears the hubbub of the two 
companions. Curious, she strolls through the the trees to find out where this is all coming 
from. After only a few steps, she ends up face to face with our two little adventurers on a 
mission.

Spooked by the sight of the dragon, Lina and Pili jump head first into a flowery bush. Caught 
off guard by this unexpected reaction, Joy imitates them and dives into the closest fern, 
keeping an eye on what is happening in the next bush. 

- What kind of animal is this ? asks Pili.
- I have never seen such a creature before, 
answers Pili. Look at the ridge on her head, I’m sure 
it stings !
- There is only one way to find out, pursues 
Lina, who seems to have something on her 
mind….Let’s go meet her !
- Are you sure ?! says Pili surprised. What if she 
hurts us ? 
- Well, there is no way for us to know what she 
is going to do before we even get to know her, 
answers Lina with her lengedary wisdom. Let’s not 
judge her on her appearance, shall we ? Come !



Bravely, both friends come out of the bush they were using as an armour. Then, with a soothing and 
reassuring voice, Lina starts talking to Joy and says :

- Dear creature with the majestic ridge, please don’t be afraid. We do not know where you come from 
but we would like to welcome you amongst us. 

Moved by this warm welcome, Joy jumps out of her hideout and hurries to introduce herself with 
plenty of enthusiasm. Witnessing this outburst of friendliness, Lina and Pili fall under the charm of 
the dragon. 

Confident that Joy would be of great help, they tell her all about the mission they are struggling to 
accomplish. 

The clock is ticking and it won’t be long before the sun sets, leaving the forest in the darkness for the 
night. Unless…

Out of the blue, Joy blows her powerful dragon breath over the dandelion while the seeds starts 
twirling towards the sky in an enchanting dance.

- You see, says Lina, if we had not gotten to know Joy, we would not have made it. Together, we are 
much stronger !

Forever bonded by this event that also marked the beginning of a friendship meant to last forever, 
Lina, Pili and Joy get back to roaming the enchanting forest, resting assured that from now on, they 
will always be able to illuminate the sky, night after night.


